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Chairman’s Corner – Mark Chomyn

In last months column I expressed some optimism on the state of our looseni
restrictions and a return to a “new normal” of existence. It seems unfortunate
bit premature with my prognostication. New variants of the “bug” have poppe
my part) we are now dealing with a variety of (sometimes confusing) mask- u
decided that (as a geezer) I’ll go back to wearing a mask in enclosed spaces
grocery store) until we get some firm resolution. I hope you are all doing wha
necessary to protect your and your family’s health.

Although we aren’t out of our blackout period for points contests until Septem
Sunday Flyers are holding non-point fun flies to fill in the summer gap. Be on
mails from Mike Pykelny our Competition Director for a date and time for the

As model builders I think we’ve all collected a lot of modeling items over the c
hobby/sport. And, I know no one wants to think of that day when we may no l
pursue either building or flying. I recently had an experience with assisting a w
with the disposition of his collection of modeling items. Needless to say this g
own collection of kits, motors, balsa, and assorted finishing items and what h
I no longer pursue modeling. I hope there is, or are, club members who would
distributed to those in model aviation who could use them. Especially younge
have the dough to purchase such items.

The wife of the club member I mentioned above is Josephine Primbs wife of C
(deceased) who was a member of the club back in the good old days at Otay
received from Charley’s collection will be offered to club members at reasona
money collected for those items will be deposited in the club treasury. I’ll be b
the field in Perris for the September Orbiteers and Scale Staffel contests. Item
available include: balsa wood sheets of various thicknesses, boxed rubber st
books, Flying Aces reprint editions volumes 2, 3 and 4 and gas motors from .
glow). I’ve already received interest from two club members on the balsa woo
the rubber, so don’t hesitate to look the items over and make a deal. You sno
that’s not the end of the story as I was recently contacted by Bernie Crowe of
the modeling items of Allan Arnold. The items will be cataloged by Joe Jones
for review. The Orbiteers have expressed an interest in getting the list from J
more modeling items for our club members to consider.

In last months diatribe I mentioned my “failure to launch”. Well, the Septembe
day event (Sept 4 and 5) is fast approaching and I’m still sitting on my hands.
fire under me to get going and finish those planes, but I guess my “keyster” h
so many times over my lifetime that I can’t feel the heat. But I’ve got 23 days
to drink to get it done. Idle hands are the devil’s playthings. So I’m gonna stop

Well. That’s all I know. As the song goes, “See You In September” - Mark
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Musings About My Recent Free Flight Activities
By Mike Jester

By my unofficial count, since 2015 I have had eighty-six articles that
newsletter. My goal is to make it to one hundred. This month I came up dry o
about my free flight activities over the last eighteen months, and some other r
hobby.

I built eight models during the pandemic and the quasi-pandemic follo
now on building models, and have taken a break. I understand that this is fair
probably soon be back to stripping, gluing and covering. My eight builds we
design, construction and flying of my flat wing Three Nite P-30. Some of you
John Oldenkamp P-30 Memorial Contest in Perris on June 13, 2021. Thirteen
P-30 event that was held that day. The other P-30 event that was held that da
Oldenkamp’s HOT BOX P-30 design. Five flyers made the first round of the

Official Flight by Mike Jester - June 13, 2021 John Oldenkamp M
I wrote published in this
n topics so I will just write
andom stuff related to our

w up. I am kind of burned out
ly common in our hobby. I will
re highlighted by my successful
saw me fly this design at the
people competed in the open

y was limited to John
fly-off in the open P-30 event.

emorial P-30 Contest



I won the open John Oldenkamp Memorial P-30 contest last month in the third round of the fly-off
flying my red and yellow Three Nite P-30. The max time for that round was 210 seconds. My wife was my
official timer and she lost sight of my P-30 at 195 seconds so that that was my official time per the AMA
rules. It was enough to beat the other flyer who had made the third round of the fly-off. My daughter was
chasing my P-30 on its sixth official flight and she timed that fight at a little short of five minutes. This
contest win against some very experienced P-30 competitors proves that my easy-to-build Three Nite P-30 is
a good flyer. On all six of its contest flights my P-30 was carrying around five grams of RF transmitter and
batteries for a weight penalty of around 12% over the 40-gram minimum. Thanks to George Bredehoft of
Volare Products for all his work in making a laser-cut short kit of my Three Nite P-30 available for purchase
at a very reasonable price. I still can’t believe how much time it takes to transform a simple design into a
laser-cut kit. It gives me a new appreciation of what the small suppliers in our hobby have to undertake to kit
a model. Then I doubled down and wrote eight pages of building and flying tips for my Three Nite P-30.
Seemingly endless editing ensued.

Contest Winning Three Nite P-30 by Mike Jester

At the other end of the spectrum was my Guillow’s Javelin. I built this model in order to compete in
the nationwide Sky Battle postal contest that was held this past Spring. It is about the size of a P-20. You
had unlimited flight attempts during an official flight window and your longest time was submitted as your
contest entry. Gee, catch a thermal and you would probably finish in the top three! Bob Hodes decided to
compete. So did Josh Finn of J & H Aerospace, a supplier of all kinds of excellent free flight kits. This got
my competitive juices flowing. Very limited modifications to the Guillow’s Javelin plan were permitted.
You could build in a DT so I did that not wanting to lose my model. I sought, and received, official
permission to widen the fuselage of the Lancer to accept a blast tube and to add another spar to the wing to
resist warping. I also got official permission to use 6 - 8# balsa wood instead of the die-cut oak included with
my Guillow’s Javelin kit. Plastic film covering was allowed. I think whoever thought this was a beginner’s
model is crazy. It was probably one of the more difficult builds I have ever lived through. Adding insult
injury, I could not get my Javelin trimmed to consistently fly for more than 30-seconds. I knew I was beaten
and did not bother to drive to Perris to put in any official flights. Thanks John Swain for offering to be my



official timer in the Sky Battle postal contest. All in all, it was a truly humbling experience. I had grown too
confident that I could get virtually any model that I built to fly pretty well. Bob Hodes had very good results
with his Guillow’s Lancer which was the other model that could be flown in this postal contest.

Non-Contest Winning Guillow’s Javelin by Mike Jester

I was alarmed to read in the most August 2021 edition of the SCAMPS newsletter that test boring
took place in late June near our launch area at our Perris flying field. The drilling was apparently being
conducted to determine the suitability of the property for development. Riverside County is one of the
hottest locations in the state, and the nation, for housing price appreciation. Many people in California are
moving inland from the expensive coast so the demand for new housing in the Inland Empire is terrific.
However, my recollection is that all of the acreage near the canal is supposedly in a flood plain and cannot be
developed. I guess that information was not correct. Gene Drake talked to the drillers and was told they
found water at a depth of 35 feet. Supposedly this would not allow for development of the property. I find it
hard to believe that water can be found in that stretch Perris desert in any significant amount at such a
shallow depth. Nevertheless, our club should probably re-dedicate its efforts toward finding a suitable
alternative flying site just in case grading for a new housing development starts at our cherished Taibi field.

For those who don’t know about it, the Volare Products website has a link to around 850 how-to
articles mostly relating to construction of free flight models. There is a helpful alphabetical list that allows
you to quickly scan for a subject of interest.

Wikipedia has a nice article about different types of free flight model aircraft found here
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Free_flight_(model_aircraft)

The “Power” section of the Wikipedia article should be revised to mention the very popular E-36
class of models that is gradually supplanting 1/2A gas models.

In conclusion, I wonder when the Grossmont gym will be re-opened for indoor free flight? It has
been at least eighteen months since I flew an LPP, A-6 or P-18.



Three Nite P-30 Plan by Volare Products



FROM THE WORKSHOP - David Scigliano

This will be my last article since I am retiring and we are moving to Tenne
flying on the property we bought, or looking to join a freeflight and RC club
little Embryo is based off the Disney "Dusty" aircraft, which is actually bas
dusters, combined into one.

I have a Fred Reese Simple Duster RC kit with an Ace Foam wing I hope
design is simple, built in a couple of days using my standard Elmers white
model with old Peck Polymers Domestic tissue and finished with Eze Dop
printer so I was able to make my own decals. I have her balanced and fin
hope to get her flying soon, but have been busy with getting read for the b
ssee. I will either be
when we move. This
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WHAT’S HAPPENING - AUGUST / SEPTEMBER 2021

August - Fun Fly (No Contest)
Taibi Flying Field, Perris California

September 4 – 5 Scale Staffel, Flying Aces, Outdoor Contest
Taibi Flying Field, Perris CA, 7:30 am.
See enclosed flyer for details.

September 17 -19 Free Flight Championships
Lost Hills CA
Events: AMA, FAI, SAM, NFFS Cup Points: NC, AC

September 26 San Diego Orbiteer Outdoor Monthly
Taibi Flying Field, Perris CA, 8:00 am.
Events: P-30, Glider, Power


